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Born in Ponce, Puerto Rico, on the islandâ€™s southern coast, Don Pedro was the most

uncompromising fighter for Puerto Rican independence of the 20th Century, spending two decades

behind bars for his activities. Albizu Campos was arrested on several occasions for advocating and

organizing violent uprisings against the occupying power. During his final incarceration, which lasted

from 1954-1964, Don Pedroâ€™s health deteriorated badly, which he claimed was a result of his

being the guinea pig in unauthorized experiments on the use of radiation. These accusations have

since been found to have basis in fact.
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Can't really express how disappointed I was with this purchase when it arrived. Foolishly I bought

this without reading the reviews before hand so I only have myself to blame. This pamphlet is truly

pathetic and the sheer laziness and cynicism in it's production is something to behold. The

publication consists of four short (and I mean short!) paragraphs of a biography on Pedro Albizu

Campos and the text of two of his speeches. I presume they are his speeches as the pamphlet

doesn't say where or when the speeches were delivered or even if he delivered them. The last three

pages are six pictures pulled from Google Images. I'd also ordered Denis Nelson's War against all

Puerto Ricans so the delivery from  wasn't a complete bust and it tempered my anger and

disappointment somewhat. This pamphlet reads like the sloppiest school report delivered by the

worst student in the class. An utter disgrace from the publisher.

After reading this short but very lucid, straight-forward book on the thoughts and ideas and history



as written by Don Pedro Albizo Campos was a true eye opening experience.It is still as true then as

it is today- colonialism is still a fact for the islanders. But real independence is still hard to accept as

a possibility since our mutual economies are so tied together.We must be brave enough and

determined enough to stand strongly together and press for a complete separation with the

economic ties holding firmly and wisely for the betterment of both sovereign nations.This book is a

small revelation and I recommend it to be read by anyone who believe in freedom of sovereignty by

one nation to another possible nation.

Quien piense que va a obtener un libro lea bien. Es un simple panfleto de 28 pÃ¡ginas, 6 de las

cuales estÃ¡n en blanco. Hay muchas mejores fuentes por apenas unos dÃ³lares mÃ¡s.Whoever

thinks is going to get a book read again. This is a 28-page pamflet, 6 of which are blank. There are

much better sources for scarcely a few dollars more.

This isn't a damn book that would educate me on my patria, this is a high school student's weak

attempt at putting together a school project for a class that he was forced to take. The thing is not

even a book for Christ's sake.

this booklet gives a brief history of Campos' life and ideals. Liked its brevity and unvarnished opinion

of the Puerto Rico-US relationship. I would recommend this booklet to anyone wanting to

understand the Puertorican culture and its people.

I bought this book thinking that this was an essay or something like that written by Pedro Albizu

Campos. He was just mentioned at the beginning. I doubt that Albizu authored this book.

Facts about the life of Pedro Albizu Campos are accurate. Little known information about this

intelligent patriot, dispells with the myths told about this figure.

Excellent exposition hidden by the imperialist press that feel in its comfortable place of continuing

propagating lies and confusing information so as to perpetuate the gross abuse against our good

citizens.
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